Definitions and notation
In this paper we present a result from ipfinitary combinatorics and its geometric consequences.
We assume that G*a, card X Q ai< 0 , F 0 :X Q xG->X Q , (*) 3eeG VxeX Q F Q (x,e)=x. y=f ^ (x) . We have is an act of the group G on the set P(X) and the triplet * (P(X),G,F ) is an abstract object.
The following definition was given in [2] :
The standard geometric object of rank k of Klein space We also solved (positively) this problem for some Klein spaces (M,G,f) with infinite M.
We present here the positive solution for an infinite M.
Our problem can be reduced to the problem from infinitary combinatorics after using the following result by Szocirtski 
